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T’LSR D%?‘UIWC ADNSTIvSEN’l’ PATH FOR PERFECTLY 
FOR N CHANGES tN MONETARY POLtCY* 

This paper invcstig&s tk rd &ix& of BIULOU~ or perfectly foreseen changes in monetary 
@icy pduwd by \bc Munde&=T&n efkM. A particularly pod place tz study these non- 
tk~tralities appears lo be the period between announcement and implementation of new policies. 
At announcement the economy jumps to a new equilibrium path moving contmgously even after 
implementation. All trPasition paths between annotiacement and implementation are established 
to be scalar rnultipdm of each otbcr. The path depends upon the struclure of the economy and 
the diroowntod prsaeat value of the cbaage in policy. Both algebraic and diagrammatical 
analyscsarc preKalat. 

1. Intiuctton 

Rtrtional expectations models of fluctuations in real economic activity have 
wncentratd upon unanticipated changes ‘n the money supply as the 
important source of non-neutralities in n-’ letary policy. In theory, real 
effkcb also can arise from announced or perfectly foreseen changes in the 
money supply. The me&a&n which generates these non-neutralities is the 

the e&ct of chanp in the anticipated rate of 
rates on money and other assets which 
investment and eventually the capital stock.’ 

e two types of non-neultralities have different effects on real output, it 
is important to cQntroI for bath effects when designing empirical tests of the 

al economic activity. 
rtidarty good place to study 

in a rational expectations 
r8 to be the period ken the announcement and 

*Thir papr was written while the first author was on sabbatical leave at Carnegie-Mellon, . 
CC. He w&d like ta thank Allan Mcltzer for 

in the anticipated rate of inRation could lower the real 
modeled the afkcts on the steady-state capital stock. 

.75 North-Holland 
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implementation of a new policy. The reasons for this are two-fold. First, 
un<,er the rational ex*ctations assumption, the dynamic path which the 
economy follows during this period is radically different from the path 
predicted by the older models employing static or adaptive expectations. At 
the time of the announcement, the economy jumps to a new equilibrium path 
tnereafter moving continuously even after the implementation of a large 
policy change, Second, what has not been widely recognized is the extreme 
simplicity of the interim path. The reason is that aside from its scale, the 
interim path is independent of the change in policy. Thus, any one policy 
establishes a transition path which is a scalar multiple of any other policy 
change. In particular, the form of the transition path of the economy for an 
announced step increase in the future money’supply is the same whether that 
increase is temporary or permanent. In this sense, the economy’s dynamics 
during the transition period aside from the scale parameter are structural 
characteristics of the model.2 

Theses fiidings are demonstrated here in a framework which is familiar to 
researchers in this field. Section 2 presents a continuolls time analogue of the 
model employed by Fischer (1979). Although he considered only closed 
economy issues, his model has a natural open economy interpretation so that 
issues on exchange rate dynamics are discussed in this paper. Section 3 
presents the general solution for the deviations from their former equilibrium 
path of the price level or the exchange rate and the capital stock for ir shock 
to the future path of the money supply of general form. Whea the problem of 
revised expectations is viewed in terms of such deviations, the results of other 
researchers can be applied to a wider class of initial conditims than has 
previously been considered. 

Section 4 presents the analysis of delays in implementation for a general 
shock to monetary policy that is announced some time before its 
implementation. 

Sections 5 and 6 present these issues diagrammatically bj examining a 
permanent and a temporary step increase in the money supply, and a change 
in its rate of growth. Finally, section 7 provides a conclusion. 

2. The model 

The model that is used in this paper is a continuous time analogue of the 
monetary growth model discussed in Fischer (1979).3 While the formal 

2Hurwicz (19 62 discusses the meaning of structural equation in an cNlOnometric context. ) 
Structural parameters are invariant to policy interventions., See footnote 12 for an elaboration. 

%&er notes that his model can be derived%om an overlapping generations model with 
maximizing beha.vior. While the long-run capital stock ,in Sidtauski’s (1967) maximizing model is 
independent of tb * rate of monetary growth, Brock (1974) notes that including leisure in the 
utility function wrth consumption and rezd balances will introduce a non-neutrality if leisure and 
real balances are substitutable as seems Irkely. 
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analysis here will consi er the variables in the closed ec+uomy framework 
employed by Fischer. we indicate throughout the paper bow the model can 
be used to address mxwtary issw~ which have arisen in the literature on the 
dynamics of txthmgt rates in an open economy.4 

In the closed economy version of the model, output is assumed to be 
produced by a fully-employed I&or force of constant size in conjuction with 
a -pi&i stock which is fixed at a moment in time but which can change in a 
dntinuous manner over time. Since the economy can also accumulate wealth 
in the form of real balances, the portfolio balance and savings and 
investment decisions describe the evolution of the economy over time. Such 
an economy can be represented by the following equations: 

and 

m-p=yo+y,k--y&, (2) 

where k is the natural logarithm of the capital stock, m is the logarithm of 
the notin? money stock which is assumed to be a function of time only, 
and p ir th: logarithm of the price level. A dot above a variable signifies its 
right-hand derivative with respect to time. All parameters in (1) and (2) are 
positive implying that the direction of influence of any variable can be 
determined from the sign that precedes it. Since it is assumed. that foresight is 
perfect (except for the unanticipated changes in policy studied below), there is 
no need to distinguish between expected and actu4 rates of change fur any 
variable. 

The savings and investment behavior inherent in the goods market 
equilib:ium is represented by (1). The rate of growth of the capital stock is 
postulated ;o depend negatively upon the existing capital stock and the stock 
of real balaG~ces and to depend positively upon the rate of inflation. The 

at& effects of the capital stock and real balances primaril: reflect the 
influence of a long-run target far wealth. For the alpital stock there is a 
secnnd reason for the negative impact: an increase in the capital stock 
decreases the mar nal product of capital which reducr:s the economy’s long- 

f capitdl. Similarly, an incteasc: i~t the rate of inflation 
wth rate of capital since economic itgelts desire to substitrltc 

out of real balances and into physical capita; which is the Tobin effect.” 
Eq, (2) is a conventional money demand functiori c;ummarizing portfolio 

‘Kouri (1976x Flood (1979), and Bayer and Hodrick (1982) examine issues in the economics 
of the open ec~~nsmy in models which are formally similar to this om:. 

sWe hrrve modified Fisher’s eq. (7) to allow for dependence of capital accur :ulation on wealth 
rather than just current income. Herrxe, bz= 0 in his model. In models in wh :h the Tobin effect 
is not present, ~3~ = 0 also. 
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balance between real balances and the capital stock. Demand for real 
balances depends positively on wealth or real income inducing the positive 
influence of the capital stock, and it depends negatively on the rate of 
inflation. The form of the money demand function guarantees that there can 
be no anticipated jumps in the price level since at the pribe discontimity 
there would be an infinitely large expected rate of return to holding real 
balances. Pricr;s can change discontinuously, but any such discontinuities 
must arise from unanticipated changes in policies. . 

An aiternatave, open economy interpretation of the model is possible, 
Consider a small open economy with flexible prices that takes foreign- 
currency prices and rates of return as given by the rest of the world. With 
this interpretation, p is the logarithm of the exchange rate; this is true since, 
by purchasing power parity, the logarithm of the domestic-currency price 
level is the sum of the logarithms of the exchange rate and the foreign- 
currency price level, and by choice of units, the latter price can be set to 
zero. With constant foreign prices, the domestic rate of inflation is equal to 
the time derivative of the exchange rate which is the appropriate argument in 
the money demand function. The variable k is interpreted as the level of net 
foreign assets with the specification of (1) justified by savings behavior alone. 
Since the rate of return is given by the world, changes in the marginal 
productivity of capital cannot be used to motivate the equation. Indeed, the 
accumulation of physical capital is ignored, but the fact that money is a non- 
traded asset in the small countr:’ model guarantees, through the weahh 
constraint, that It is given at a moment in time.6 

This two equation. model can be rewritten as 

b=a,+c;,(p-m)+a,k, (3) 

and 

k=&+&)+&@-m)-flak, (4) 

where a0 = yo/y2 = 0 and /I0 =(6, + cli,y&) = 0 by choice of units, aI = l/y2 > 0, 
a2=y,/y2>0, )I1 =(a2 +63/ya):ti0, and &=(St -Sjrl/~z)>O for 8, sn@L7 
Eqs. (3) and (4) constitute adifferential equation system in p(r) and k(r) which 
can be solved using standard techn.iqu& The solution for the case in which 
m(t) is the time-dependent forcing function is 

“The small country models of !IIornbusc:h [1976), Gruy and Turnovsky (1979), and Wilasn 
(1979) do not consider asset accumulation, ‘but, instead, they motivate their dynamics with slow 
adju’stment of prices &I the domcstic~goodwaarke~; 0 

‘Fischer assumes that the: rati& of $&Ip ~~btAk$#i~~ of:the.d&&& ?& .arpit~‘wiW~ IQ the 
rate of~.mtm on* -a&taj &,!&a ~.,,~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~ g&&3$ t&h! ;‘&i :;&Jo~ :of the ‘gaRle 
elasticities in mo;*ydemand. This,% ‘+iMl&t~to rissuniinrthiit &%6, I~ ! 

*See Brauer and Nohel(1973) for a discursion of the Folution technique. 5 
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p(t)=C,o,e”2”-‘o’+~~h,m(r)e-‘l”-r’dr 
f 

and 

c=---- * j R2m(z)e-12”-f+iz, 

41-(12 -m 

(9 

(6) 

~2=[:-482-4- 112 < 0, 

q, =(A, +f12)//?, >Q and q2=G.t+B2YBd. 

TO is the time at which the capital stock is given by an initial condition. The 
limits of intergration have been chosen such that the price level is 
determinate for m(r) of exponential order less than A,.’ The arbitrary 
coeffrcicnt multiplying the part of the homogeneous solution corresponding 
to the positive root, ill, has been set to zero implying that the system canr.Dt 
migrate indefinitely witnout being forced by the money supply process. 
Finally, the arbitrary coetllcient, C2, must be chosen in order to satisfy the 
initial condition on the capital stock. 

In the next section we consider tbe solution of the model for an arbitrary 
unanticipated cban in thy future time profile of the money supply while in 
section 4 we consider the trapact of a delay in implementation. 

that, at some time in the evolution of the economy, agents 
an ann~un~ent, that a new money supply 
future. Denote the new future path of the 

mancy .~pply by i%(z), and let the time of the announcement be TO to 
wrrespond to the notation in (5) and (6) The capital stock is given at the 

lY prcxxm consistency by Flood and Carber 
nd 979) fur a discussion of the choices of t2re 

and d the limits of ix@ 
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time of the announcement, but the price level is free to jump since 
expectations of the future have changed. Agents are assumed to have perfect 
foresight of the future after the policy change, and they place zero probability 
on other paths. 

To determine the new equilibrium price level process, ii(t), integrate the 
expression in (5) and (6) with the P%(Z) process substituted for the m(z) process. 
The linearity of the integration operator permits us to write these solutions 
in a more convenient fashion: 

+$-; _j &nrnd(r)-r12(r-t)dz, - .’ al 

and 

’ +- i I,m,(z)e - 12(’ -‘)dr, 
4r -q2 -m 

(7) 

(8) 

where 

c2d=e2-c2= ----!----I ~lm,(z)e-“L(f-ro)dt, and 
‘0 

These equations demonstrate that the divergence of the price levci or the 
capital stock from the path that was previously anticipated is determined in 
the same way in which the original profiles for the variables were ‘caiculatcd. 
Since Cad does not depend on the capital stock at TO, the innovation in the 
monetary profile creates divergences in the price and capital nrofllts which 
are independent of the current state of the economy. 

In light of this conclusion it is clear that others have interpreted their 
results ‘co narrowly in an important sense, Typitilly, the economy is 
assumed to be in a steady-state e+,tilibiiu.m with, a constant (usually zero) 
rate of inflation that is anticipated ‘to occur throughout the indefinite future. 
Questions regarding the dynamic path of the actual price level or the 
exchange rate (such as the existence of overshooting of the long-run equilib*dum or- tie‘ n&Ld .for sub&& adju$~ent“of‘the econotiy”folloW&ng 

an increase in the money supply) depend crucially on the, assumption that 
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thz economy is in long-run equilibrium. A more general statement is that 
against any money suppfy profile m(7) as background, an unanticipated 
innovation in the future money supply process causes a divergence in the 
dynamic path of the economy and that divergence has the dynamic 
properties (such as overshooting) others have ascribed to the path that 

8 fiofn the steady state. 
From (7) and the definition of Czl it is clear that the jump ta the price 

level at the time of the announcement is 

which depends on the appropriately discounted innovations in the money 
supply where the discount rate is Jq. Thus, any two money supply profiles 
with the same discounted innovations cause the same jump in the price level. 

The previous section has demonstrated how any innovation In the future 
money supply profile a&cts the divergence of the economy from its previous 
equilibrium path. The generality of that argument prevented precise 
determination of the e&cts except for the instantaneous jump in the price 
level. While this section retains the general expression for innovations in 
monetary policy, it analyzes an important particular method of 
implemenlation. Specifically, here we consider the special case in which the 
beginning of the innovation or the implementation of the new policy occurs 
at some time in the future. SpecifJc examples of such policies have been 
considered frequently in the literature since they highlight the importance of 
the perfect foresight assumption. lo We will first discuss the general case of 
delayed implementation, and later we will examine specific policy 
experiments. 

Aswme that the first innovation in the money supply profile occurs at 
time TIP impiyiag t&at m&)=4 for Tos,T< Sp,. In this case the solufions in 
(7) and (8) for the price level and the capital stock between the 
tannounccmsnt and implementation of the policy are the following: 

~~Wh~th~~ tha di~v~y by economic agents that policy is to be changed in the future is vi;! 
an 8naouncement or by some other mOllns is irreievsnt. Fi.schcr (t979) refers to thcsc policy 
experimenta M partially ma Hdl (1971). &gent and W&MX (1973). Rrock (1974). 

I, Abel and d (197% Wilson (1979). and Boyer and Hodrick (i9K2) ~111 
foresight models with this type of experiment to highlight the efl‘ects produced 

by the expectations assumption. 
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and 

k&)=I(‘p;)e- 1IV1 -To) J $(TI - To)_ &2” - To) 
_ 

I 41 -q2 1 
for To 5 $6 TI. The term I(T,) represents the value of the innovations in the 
money supply profile discounted back to rI, that is 

(12) 

Clearly, the jump in the price level at To is pd(T,) = I(TI)e-“l(T’-To). 
Expressions (40) and (11) show that an unanticipated innovation in 

monetary policy that has a delayed implementation causes time paths for the 
divergences of the price level and the capital stock during the delay which are 
of a simple form. Namely, the time paths are all scalar multiples of an 
exponential function. For now, note that this function depends only on the 
interval of time following the announcement of a new policy and on the 
structural parameters of the model. The scalar coefficient depends on the 
total time between announcement and implementation in the sense that it 
discounts the value of the money supply innovations which begin at TI back 
to the tune of announcement at T,. 

181 is clear from &he form of- this function that during the delay in 
implementation, all policies produce time paths for the divergences of the 
price level and capital stock from their previous equilibrium time paths that 
are scalar multiples of each other. Thus, any policies that have discounted 
values which are the came produce 8x1 identical jump in the price level and 
identical time paths until the implementation of the first policy. 

The exponent:ial function in (10) and (11) has a straight-forwaA 
interpretation. The movement of the economy during the deluy in 
imilementation, as described by the divergences of the price level and ctapital 
stock from their former equilibrium time paths, is given by the solution to (3) 
and (4) with zero values for the forcing funkion. The solution to this 
problem require:; values for two arbitrary constants, *D1 and D2.r1 These 
coefficients are found from the initial condition on the capital stock, k&‘e) 
-0, and from the terminal condition that at time T, the economy must 
satisfy the equation12 

“The solution for p&) and kd(t) for TodtS 7’, is 

where D, and & are detennimxkftom initial and~ttrminal conditions. 
‘2Since the transition paths ‘%e scalar multiples, there isonly oire parameter in (10) and (1’) 

that is not structural in the sense of Hurwicz The structlrrkl parameters in (10) and (Ii) arc 
A-,, A,,q,, and q2, simx they are invariant to changes in policy. 
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(13) 

which can be derived by multiplying (8) by 112, subtracting it from (7), and 
evaluating the resulting equation at t = ‘I;. 

T‘ha: results in this section indicate that the movement of the economy 
during the transition period between announcement and impiementation of a 
new policy is not invariant to the type of policy that is being implemented 
and is consequently not structural. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the path 
and the fact that all paths are scalar muhiples of each other suggests that 
these periods may be ones in which we can easily learn about the structure 
of the economy. 

The previous section has considered the characteris!ics of the movement of 
the economy in response to general innovations in future monetary policies. 
The purpose of this section is to introduce a diagram, presented in fig. 1, that 
nicely complements the algebraic presentation. For both the closed and the 
open economy versions of the model, the logarithm of real balances (the log 
of nominal balance .Anus either the log of the price level or the exchange 
rate) is on the vertical axis whiIe the horizontal axis is the logarithm of either 
the captial stock or ownershig of net foreign assets. 

Over any period during which the money supply grows at a constant rate, 
eqs. (3) and (4) can be solved for the long-run values of real balances and the 
capital stock, and a diz.gram of the economy’s movement will be similar to 
that in fig. 1. In that figure the line LLis the locus of points for which the 
money market is in equilibrium given that the rate of inn&ion is equal to the 
value of the constant rate of monetary growth. It is positively sloped since an 
increase in a@tal increases the demand for money and real balances must 
increase to keep the money market in equilibrium. The locus of points for 
whirah the capital stock or net bond holdings is constant is labelled GG. It is 

the fact that increases in wealth reduce the rate at 
or acquired from abroad.‘” In this section for 

convenience only, we consider an economy that is initially at steady-steady 
uilibrium with a constant nominal money !:tock, nrO. That equilibrium is at 

the interaction of tliland @G, denoted in the figure by Qo.‘* 
The curved arrows in fig. 1 indicate the path of the economy when it is 

tlpa%r) all employ this type of diagrem. In Brmk and 
cd of the Tobin effect in some madels with 

cl&w Tram the previous action that the diagram also can h:: used to dim ,s the 
time path d ths divcrgmx of the monomy from its former equilibrium path. 
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m-p 

I 

kUo) k(J) 
k 

Fig. 1. The steady-state and dynamic forceg of adjustment. 

away from the steady strire. To the left of LL, rd balances a ’ 

since a decrease in tbe capital stock implies that a lower rate 
necessary to keep the money market in equilibrium. Conversely, 
are declining to the right of LL. To the left of GG, the stock o 
increasing since we&h is lower than its target level. 

The hnes VY ar’ld UU in fig. 1 are the characteristic vectors for 
vectors are the stable and unstable steadystate paths of the 
economy is ever on either locus, it remains on it so 
growth rate does not change? moving at a speed 
distance from Qo. Along Vt: the vector correspon 
the sy&tem (with slope equal to --az) the economy moves toward 
UL’, the vector corLesponding to ,the positive root, of, the systan ( 

equal to - y&, the economy moves away from Qo. 
It was argued earlier that the price: level .or the exch 

anticipated to move discontinuously, but it can jump 
changes in policy. Since the capital stock moves continuously at all 
time, any jumps in the diagram must be vertical, either up oc <own, 



nt of a previously unanticipated step 
in the morrpy supply. This Iicy is acutrd in the long run, and if it 

ut~p at T,, the time of 

money supply csuws the ewnomy to 
ia the money supply causes an 

is B period in which the rate of inflation 
of ti balance and into capital or 
in the nomimd money supply increases 

y and Tumovsky 61979) have 
t diffbent model of exch rate dynamics. Their 

s market in which prices ‘sticky’. moving in a 
and. In contrast, the exchange 

te to ‘overshoot’ its long-rur, value 
at the time of implementation. It is 

th cpf tnlf? economy can 
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6. Alternative mcow’tpry pokies 

The previous section demonstrated how a well-known diagram can be 
used to analyze the effects of changes in monetary policy that are announced 
at one time and implemented at some future date, This section considers two 
other policy experiments: a temporary step increase in the money suppiy, and 
an increase in the rate of growth of the money supply. Both of these 
experiments are unanticipated at To when they are announced. Until they are 
implemented at T,, agents believe that the money supply will be constant at 
m,. The analysis of these cases is presented in fig. 2. 

m-p 
U, 

k 
Fig. 2. Dynamic rwponse to alternative money supply policies. 

Rather than presenting the analytical time path for each policy, reeo 
that (10) and (11) describe the economy between announ~mant and 
implementation, where I(T) no& to be derived in each ease After the finrrl 
pohcy change, at time ‘r;, the time path of the economy is 

A2U -- Tt) 

Pw==tirH~-P) +ffqTl qp 9 (14) 
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where (m-p) = -&/QB+t~ +&or,) and ~=~/31/(/?1~r +&a,) are the long-run 
values for real balances and the capital stock that the economy approaches 
when there is a constant rate of monetary growth equal to cr. The coefficient 
H is determined by II,“& -q2) = k( T)--& where the right-hand side of this 
expresgion is the deviation of k at q from its long-run value. Similarly, 
-HqJq, -=qr) is the deviation cf real balances at K from their long-run 
value iT; will equal ‘p; for a permanent step increase or an increa.se in the 
rate of growth of the money supply and will equal TB for a temporary step 
increase since the decrease in the money suppfy at that time is a policy 
than in our nome.xIrlture. Eqs. (14) and (15) demonstrate that the 
rxanamy conve s to bts ?ong-run equilibrium along the stable path after the 
final pdii~ change. Tabie I presents the values for I(7”) and W for the three 
policies, FirMy, we pre!%nt below the analytical time path of the economy 
for the period between Ti and T2 in the case of the temporary increase. 

In order to analyze that case, consider a temporary step increase in the 
money supply of the same magnitude as the permanent increase af the 

me that at TO the money supply is 
T2 the money supply is returned to m,. The 

use an immediate jump in the price level 
-ll(Ti-Pa! Notice that this is less than the 

anenL In term of fi 2, the economy jumps 
that a tem~rary increase in the money supply 
mlitortivc behavior in the economy between 

tatisn clia does a ~rrn~n~nt increzse. As noted 
1~ multj~les af each other, in this case their 

or convenient, we repcat in this figure 
in the money supply, labelling it as 

st TI the position OF Ihe economy is along the same 
ray from the initial ~q~~ibrium, consistent with the paths being scalar 
multiples. 
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Concentrating attention once again on the case of a temporary increase, 
note that at time TI the increase in the money supply jumps the economy to 
QT. From that point a deflation of the price level pushes the economy to Q*r; 
in the process there is a decumulation of assets, During this period the 
analytical time path of the economy is 

and 

x(1 -e -1IUI:~-TI))J)* 

At T,, when the money supply is returned to its original level, the economy 
must IX on the stable path so as to converge back to its equilibrium at Qs. 
The reduction in the money supply moves the economy from Qi to Q& and 
the economy accumulates Caphi while accumulating real balances through. a 
deflation.” The movement of the economy caused by the temporary stop 

increase demonstrates the important point that the existence of the Tobin 
effect dt’z ncrt imply Inflation and capital accumulation or depreciation of 
the exchange rate and a current account surplus must always coincide. Only 
when monetary growth is anticipated to be constant over the indefinite 
future can the economy’s path be characterized by deflation with 
accumul.ation of assets or inflation with decumulation of asset~.‘~ 

Consider now an increase in the rate of growth af the money auppl:y to 
some positive rate ~1. Eqs. (16) and (17) demonstrate that the new steady state 
will be characterized by lower real balances and a 1 
time of the announcement the economy jumps to 
fig. 2 for the special cease (ml .- ma) - p/A,. RN a c: 
of this magnitude, the time path of the economy 
implementation coincides with the time pitth produ 

17That the final approach in the case of a temporary increase in the money raupgly irr ~~w~~~ 
from the southwest rather than the northeast confilms the finding in l%char’s model that the 
reduction in the anticipated rote of itiritian is an ~~b~~~u~~y slmn t than the 
accumulation df’capitlil prior to th~~iUiafir&plementation of the p4cy, 

‘*Kouri (1976) examines his model under Jemrrtive umptkns 0R.M ens formation. He 
nctcs that the perfect foksight path is always along the stable +nch, VI? Unfartunad~P his 
stwtement that depreciation (appreciation) of the exchange rate and current account de&ifs 
(~qluses) always occur together in a perfect forcsi.ght model is incorrect as this ,s&Aon 
demonstrates. 



Si-~ce there are no other policy chzages after 7;, the 
on the new stable branch precisely at that time. 

run equihbrium at Qt. . 
growth of the money supply 

n in3ial juznp in ievet and an inflation between 
tion. After the incr se in the rate of growth 
baknees since in on is slower than p. In 

rate can be said to ‘overshuot’ its 
to note that the longer the delay 

ion the closer is the economy to Qf, 
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macroeconomic models when policies are constant. N&i and Sar 
ex,amined a change in monetary policy because the implicati 
models are different at such policy ‘breaks’. An implication of this paper is 
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